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I. Introduction 
The  issue of  how  to  estimate a system of  cost and  input share  equations 
that allow for inefficiency has  received  increased attention in  recent years. 
Techniques  for estimating such  systems  have  been  proposed by Schmidt  (1984), 
Melfi  (1984),  and  Bauer  (1985),  but all of these  techniques  solve  some 
problems  at the expense  of  creating others.  The  central problem  is how  to 
relate the disturbances in  the input share  equations  (some  of which  are  the 
result of  allocative inefficiency)  to the allocative inefficiency  term in  the 
cost equation.  With flexible,  functional  forms,  such  as  the translog,  no 
closed-form expression  for this relation is  possible.  Schmidt,  Melfi,  and 
Bauer  all tried to  model  this relationship in  a feasible and  qualitatively 
consistent manner,  and  each  was  successful  to  varying degrees. 
This paper  presents a new  estimation technique  that confronts this problem 
by  using a collection of off-the-shelf techniques.  The  key to  this new 
technique is to  model  the  cost and  input share  equations  in  a qualitatively 
consistent fashion,  but to  avoid linking explicitly the disturbances  in the 
input share  equations  to  the disturbances  in the cost equation.  The 
likelihood function for such  a system of cost and  input share  equations  is 
derived by making  the following distributional  assumptions.  The  composed 
error term on  the cost equation (composed  of  cost inefficiency and  noise)  is 
modeled as  the  sum  of a truncated normal-random variable and  a normal-random 
variable as  proposed  by  Stevenson  (1980).  The  disturbances  in the input share equations  are modeled  as  normal-random variables with nonzero means  as 
suggested  by  Bauer  (1985).  Maximum  likelihood estimates of the parameters of 
this model  will be  asymptotically  efficient.  An  estimate of overall cost 
efficiency can  then be  obtained using a modified version of a technique 
developed by  Jondrow,  Love1  1,  Materov,  and  Schmidt  (1982)  to  decompose  the 
residual  on  the cost equation  into estimates of cost efficiency and  noise.  An 
algorithm proposed by  Kopp  and  Diewert  (1982)  and  improved by  Zieschang  (1983) 
can  then be  employed  to  decompose  the estimate of cost efficiency into 
estimates  of technical  and  allocative efficiency.  An  attractive procedure  for 
estimating the cost frontier of an  industry and  for obtaining measures  of 
technical  and  allocative efficiency for each  firm  in that industry over  time 
i  s thus  constructed. ' 
In  this paper,  the  theory of the cost frontier and  the Farrell measures  of 
technical  and  allocative efficiency are reviewed  in section 11.  Section  I11 
reviews  the work of Schmidt,  Melfi,  and  Bauer  to lay the groundwork  for the 
empirical  technique  that is  proposed  here.  Section IV develops  the empirical 
model  and  the steps required for its estimation,  summarizing  the relative 
advantages  and  disadvantages  offered by  this estimation  technique.  The 
conclusion is  presented  in  section V. 
11.  The  Theory of Efficiency  Measurement 
Economists  routinely assume  that firms try to  minimize  the cost of 
producing whatever  level of  outputs  the firms' other behavioral  goals  deem 
optimal.  The  solution of the firm  problem of cost minimization defines  the 
cost function.  The  cost function has  a number  of  desirable properties 
inherited from the underlying technology  and  the behavioral  assumption of  cost minimization  (see  Diewert  C19741).  In  logarithmic form,  the cost function can 
be  written as: 
where  C*  is the minimum  cost of producing output vector y&RL given input 
price vector wsRM,  and  where  L  and  M  are  the number  of  outputs and  inputs, 
respectively.  Shephard's  lemma  can  be  invoked to  obtain the cost-minimizing 
input share  equations: 
(2)  alnC*  =  s,(y,w>,  for i =  1, ..., M. 
alnwi 
These  functions describe the behavior of cost-efficient firms--the firms that 
operate on  the cost frontier. 
If a firm  operates  above  the frontier,  at higher-than-minimum cost,  it  is 
cost-inefficient.  Farrell (1957)  developed a measure  of  overall cost 
efficiency  and  then decomposed  that measure  into measures  of technical 
efficiency  (using proportionally too much  of  all inputs)  and  allocative 
efficiency (using  the wrong  mix of inputs).  These  efficiency measures  are 
represented in  figure 1,  which illustrates the basic firm  problem of cost 
minimization.  The  measure  of  overall cost efficiency is E0  =  oaloc,  which 
is the ratio  of  minimum  (or efficient) cost to  observed  cost (using  the 
definition  of isocost curves).  The  measure  of technical  efficiency,  given the 
above  definition,  is  E
T  =  obloc,  which is the ratio  of  cost if the firm 
operated on  the relevant isoquant  (using the observed  input mix)  to  observed 
cost.  Finally,  the measure  of  allocative efficiency is  E
A  =  oalob,  the 
ratio  of cost on the isoquant (using the observed  input mix)  to  minimum  cost. Figure 1  Cost- Minimization Problem Note  that E0  =  E
TE
A.  These  measures  have  the useful  intrepretation that 
one  minus  any  of the measures  is the proportion by  which  costs could be 
lowered if that form of inefficiency were  eliminated. 
Observed  cost can  be  written as  follows using these  definitions: 
where  C  is the observed cost,  1nT  is the increase in  log cost due  to technical 
inefficiency,  and  1nA  is the increase  in log cost due  to  allocative 
inefficiency.  Thus,  observed  cost is  equal  to  efficient cost plus  the 
increase in  cost because  the firm  is  not technically and  allocatively 
efficient.  Note  that the relationship between  the efficiency measures  and  the 
above  disturbances  is: 
ET  =  e-lnT  , and 
EA =  e-In* 
A  modified version of Shephard's  lemma  yields: 
(4)  alnC =  s, =  s,(y,w>  + @,  for all i  =  1,  ...,,  M, 
alnw,  a1  nw 
where  si  is the observed input share  and  sl(y,w>  is the efficient  input 
share.  Thus,  the observed input shares  are equal  to  the efficient  input 
shares  plus a term that is  related to  the allocative inefficiency term in  the 
cost equations.  The  problem of modeling  this last term is  often referred 
to  as  the Greene  problem.  The  next section reviews  the  various attempts  to 
model  this term. -6- 
111.  Survey of Existing Estimation Techniques 
In  general,  the cost sytem  to  be  estimated can  be  written as: 
where  v  and  e  allow for noise on  the cost and  input share  equations, 
respectively,  and  n and t refer to the n-th firm  and  the  t-th time period, 
respectively. 
The  standard econometric  technique for estimating a  system of  'cost and 
input share equations  in  the absence  of cost inefficiency was  developed  by 
Christensen and  Greene  (1976).  Implicitly they assume  that: 
(6)  lnTnt =  1nAnt  =  alnAnt/alnwi =  0,  for  all (n,t). 
Explicitly they assume  that (vnt,ent) - N(O,C),  a  specification that 
allows for contemporaneous  correlations among  the disturbances.  One  input 
share  equation must  be  dropped  to  avoid singularity of the system,  but if 
iterative,  seemingly unrelated regression  (ITSUR)  is  employed,  the estimates 
will  not depend  on  which  input share  equation is dropped  (see  Barten C19691). 
If one  is  interested only in  estimating the average  industry cost function  and 
the errors are all interpreted as  representing statistical noise,  then  this is 
a reasonable approach.  This is  also the appropriate approach if there are few 
degrees of freedom. 
Nadiri and  Schankerman  (1981)  point out that this approach may  have 
problems if  disturbances  in  the input share equations are regarded as arising from  "errors in  optimization," as  Christensen and  Greene  postulate 
(apparently using some  notion of allocative inefficiency).  The  problem  is 
that if the input share  disturbances  are the result of  errors by  the firm, 
then they should be  related to the disturbance  in the cost function.  Schmidt 
(1984)  puts it  more  succinctly:  "Incorrect shares  raise costs." 
Schmidt  (1984)  was  the first to propose a technique for estimating a cost 
system  that allowed for inefficiency using flexible,  functional  forms.  The 
key  is  how  to  model  a1 nA/al nw, .  Schmidt  and  Love1  1 (1  979,  1980) 
estimated a system of the production function and  the first-order conditions 
for  cost minimization using the Cobb-Douglas  functional  form and  allowing for 
technical and  allocative inefficiency,  but their technique relies heavily on 
the  self-dual nature of  the Cobb-Douglas  functional  form.  For  flexible, 
functional  forms,  such  as  the translog,  there exists no  such  closed-form 
solution to  the dual  problem,  so one  cannot  obtain a closed-form expression 
for alnAIalnw,.  Schmidt  (1984)  suggests  the following as  a convenient 
choice for modeling this unknown  functional relationship between  the input 
share disturbances  and  the allocative inefficiency term in  the cost equation 
when  using flexible,  functional  forms: 
(7)  lnAnt =  wntlFwnt, 
where  writ  =  Vln,lnA  and  F is  a specified MxM  positive semi-definite 
matrix.  This specification has  two desirable properties: 
1.  lnAnt 2  0,  with lnAnt =  0 if and  only if u,,  =  0,  and 
2.  InA,,  and  (wlnt( are positively correlated for all i. The  problem now  is how  to  choose  F.  Schmidt  assumes  that co  - N(O,C)  and 
sets  F  =  D'/(~-')  C',  where  D  is the determinant of  C  and  1'  is the 
generalized  inverse of  C.  These  assumptions  result in InA,,  - xfM-1)  and 
InA,,  and  being positively correlated for all i. 
The  likelihood function for this model  can  be  derived after positing an 
appropriate one-sided distribution for InT,,  and  letting vnt - N(O,u:); 
and  asymptotically efficient maximum  likelihood estimates for the parameters 
can  be  obtained.  To  date,  no one  has  used  this model  empirically,  presumably 
due  to its relative intractability.  The  techniques developed by  Melfi and 
Bauer,  discussed  below,  are best viewed as  attempts  to  derive a tractable 
empirical model  using Schmidt's  general  approach. 
Most  of the complexity of  Schmidt's model  comes  from the assumptions 
required to  ensure  that lnAnt follows a known  distribution.  Melfi (1984) 
shows  how  the likelihood function for the system can  be  derived given the 
relation of the disturbances  in  the input share  equations  to  the allocative 
inefficiency  term in  the cost equation by noting the following: 
where f, g,  and  h are the density functions for (lnTnt+lnAnt+vnt), 
(lnTnt+vnt),  and writ,  respectively.  If InA,,  is a function of 
writ,  then  InA,,  is  fixed given writ.  Thus,  distributional 
assumptions  need  to  be  made  only concerning  lnTnt,  vnt,  and writ,  which 
Melfi assumed  to  follow half-normal,  normal,  and multivariate-normal 
distributions,  respectively.  For  tractability, Melfi modeled  F =  IN.  This 
seems  to  force the estimates of  allocative inefficiency toward zero,  since 
share deviations are less than one  in  absolute value and  squaring them "shrinks" them. 
Bauer  (1985)  made  several modifications  to  Melfi's approach.  First, 
allocative inefficiency is  modeled  as: 
where,  going back  to  Schmidt's original idea,  F  is a positive,  semidefinite 
matrix,  but now  the elements of F  are  treated as  parameters  to  be  estimated. 
In  practice,  Bauer  restricted F  to  be  a diagonal  matrix with nonnegative 
elements  to  reduce  the dimensionality of the maximum  likelihood problem. 
Bauer's  second  modification is to  assume  W,  nt - N(a, ,,I>.  Allowing 
w,,,  to  have  a nonzero mean  enables  a given firm  to  over-  or under-employ  a 
given input over  time--a proposition that seems  highly plausible. 
By  the  time of Bauer's analysis  (1985>,  a fairly flexible technique for 
estimating a system of cost and  input share  equations  in  the presence  of 
inefficiency had  evolved.  Inefficiency is  modeled  in  a qualitatively 
consistent fashion,  and  the Greene  problem  is solved using a second-order 
quadratic function to  model  the relationship between  writ  and  lnAnt.  This 
takes  the Schmidt  approach about  as  far as it  can  go;  however,  some  problems 
remain.  First, even  for a small  number  of inputs and  outputs,  there are  a 
large number  of  parameters  to  estimate.  Some  of  these  parameters,  such  as  the 
off-diagonal  elements  of  F and  2,  would be  very difficult  to  estimate 
empirically without  simp1  ifying the model.  More  fundamentally,  the use  of 
an  approximating function to  relate w,,  to InA,,  may  have  conceptual 
problems.  The  most  severe  is that a1 though  w,,  is  related to InA,,  as 
described above,  one  cannot  write the  latter as  a function  of the former  even 
if  the cost function is homothetic  (which  is required to ensure  that the  level of output does  not affect the measure  of allocative inefficiency).  This 
limits how  accurately any  approximating  function of this type can  track the 
true functional relationship.  Consequently,  using an  approximation solves 
some  problems  at the expense  of  creating others,  making empirical  the  issue of 
whether  an  approach  that ignores  the  link among  the inefficiency terms might 
yield better estimates. 
IV.  Proposed  New  Estimation Technique 
The  new  estimation technique  is  presented in  this section.  First, rewrite 
the cost equation  in (5)  as: 
The  technical and  allocative inefficiency terms  (lnTnt+lnAnt) are combined 
into the single term unt.  Since no explicit relationship between  the cost 
and  input share  equations  is  employed,  modeling  both technical  and  allocative 
inefficiency as  a single,  random  variable in the cost equation  simply 
acknowledges  that both raise costs and  that their effects cannot  be  separated 
using statistical means.  Later it  will be  shown  how  estimates of the two 
types of cost inefficiency  may  be  obtained using cost theory and  the 
definitions of  technical  and  allocative efficiency. 
The  inefficiency term,  unt,  follows a truncated-normal  distribution with 
mode  p and  underlying variance a:  such  that unt 2  0.  The  noise 
term,  vnt.,  is  assumed  to  be  independent  of unt and  to  follow a normal 
distribution with mean  zero and  variance a;.  Stevenson  (1980)  derived 
the density function for the sum  of  a truncated-normal  and  a normal  random variable  (E =  u+v1  as: 
where  o =  (~i+u:1"~,  X  =  u,/u,,  and  f*(*> and  F*(*> are the standard normal 
density and  distribution functions,  respectively. 
All parameters  of the model  could be  estimated  using maximum  likelihood 
estimation on  just the cost equation,  as  proposed  by Stevenson  (19801,  without 
making  use  of the input share  equations  at all.  However,  the input share 
equations contain additional  information and  increase the number  of degrees  of 
freedom in the system,  so it  would  be  inefficient  in  a statistical  sense  not 
to  use  them.  The  observed input share  equations  can  be  written as: 
(121  sint =  sl.(ynt,wntl  + @  +  eint, for i =  1,  ...,  M-1. 
alnwi 
Let eint be  normally distributed with mean  zero and  represent  noise on  the 
i-th  input share  eq~ation.~ 
The  term alnA/i31nwi  can  be  greater  than,  equal  to,  or less  than zero 
depending on  whether  the i-th input is  over-  or under-employed  for a given 
firm at a particular time.  Ideally,  this term would be  related to  the 
inefficiency  term in  the cost equation,  as  the techniques  described in  the 
last section attempted  to  do.  Given  the problems  discussed  in the last 
section, it  may  be  better to  avoid trying to  link the disturbances  in  the cost 
and  input share  equations. 
The  following is  a theoretically consistent way  to  proceed given that the 
link  between  unt and  alnA/alnwl  is  neglected.  Let alnA/alnwi  - N(ai ,oil  1, 
where ai is the  tendency for firms to  over-  or under-employ  the i-th input over  time.  There i  s absolutely no  reason  to  assume  that a1  =  0  a priori  . 
The  disturbance in  the i-th input share  equation can  be  written as: 
(1  3)  mint =  (alnA/alnwi  +  eint),  where 
alnt - N(ai,o&i+o;i),  or wlnt - ~(ai,o$i),  and 
ant=(ulnt,  ...,~~-,,~t)l-N(a,Q).'  , 
The  complete  cost  system can  now  be  written as: 
(1  4)  1nC  =  lnC(y,w>  +  unt +  v,, 
Sint =  Si(y,w>  +  aint, i=l, ..., M-I. 
The  like1  ihood function for this system can  be  written as:8 
where  t =  1,  ..., T and  n =  1,  ...,  N.  Maximum  likelihood estimates can  be 
obtained for all the parameters  in (15>,  and  these estimates  will be 
asymptotically  efficient.  A  number  of specification tests can  be  performed by 
using likelihood ratio tests similar to  those proposed  by  Stevenson  (1980). 
While  estimating the cost frontier is  worthwhile  and  yields a great deal 
of  valuable information about  best-practice technology,  estimates of lnTnt 
and  lnAnt yield valuable information about  individual  firm  performance  over 
time,  which makes  estimates of these  terms  worthwhile  as  well.  The  steps 
required to  obtain estimates of these  terms  are now  summarized.  First,  the work  of  Jondrow,  Lovell,  Materov,  and  Schmidt  (1982)  is  modified to  adjust for 
the estimation of a cost frontier (not a production frontier) and  for the use 
of  an  inefficiency  disturbance that is  a truncated-normal  (not a half-normal) 
random  variabl'e.  The  conditional  density of u given  E  =  u+v  is: 
(16)  ~(uJE)  =  ~/(~WU:)"~[~-~(-~/OX-EX/U)~-'~X~[-(~/~U~)(U-(&U~+~U~)/U~)~], 
for u 10. 
22  29  which  is just a N((EU~+~U:>/U~,U:)  truncated at zero,  where  o:  =  o,o,/a  . 
Either the mode  or the mean  of this conditional  distribution can  be  used  as  a 
point estimate of  u: 
(1  7)  M(U~E)  = (EU~+~U~)IU~,  and 
The  mode  has  the appealing  interpretation of  being the maximum  likelihood 
estimator of u given E  =  U+V  (see  Materov  C19811).  Note  that,  in  practice, 
the  terms  required to  compute  M(u~E) and  E(u1e)  are unobserved  and  must  be 
replaced by estimates of these  parameters.  Asymptotically,  the measurement 
errors on  all the terms  disappear  as  the sample  size is increased.  However,  u 
would still be  known  imperfectly,  since  E  contains only imperfect 
information about u. 
Once  an  estimate of  u has  been  obtained,  estimates of technical  and 
allocative efficiency may  be  obtained using a technique proposed by  Kopp  and Diewert  (1982)  and  improved upon  by  Zieschang  (1983).  Intuitively,  given an 
estimate of  overall cost efficiency and  the cost frontier,  and  using duality 
theory,  it  should be  possible to  decompose  the overall measure  of cost 
efficiency  into estimates of technical  and  allocative efficiency.  Zieschang 
(1983)  demonstrates how  this can  be  done  with a minimum of  effort by  solving 
the following set of nonlinear equations: 
where  w-  =  (w,,  ...,  wM-,>'  and  x* =  (xl/xM,  ..., x~-~/xM)'. 
This is  a system of M-1  equations  in  M-1  unknowns,  w-.  If w*-  solves  the 
above  system,  then Zieschang has  shown: 
where  x-  =  (xl , .  .  . , x,-,  1.  An  estimate of  E
A  can  easily be  obtained 
using the following: 
Thus,  estimates of  E
O,  EAt,  and  E:t  can  be  obtained for each  firm 
in  each  time period. 
The  advantages  of this technique  are that the likelihood function is  more 
tractable,  there are fewer  parameters  to  estimate (since  there is  no 
equivalent  to  the  F  matrix to  compute),  and  a less-arbi  trary structure is 
imposed  on  the cost system. V.  Conclusion 
An  econometric  technique was  developed for estimating a system of cost and 
input share  equations  by  combining a collection of  existing techniques in  a 
new  way.  This technique provides a cleaner solution to  the Greene  problem 
than any  currently in the literature by  ignoring the relationship between  the 
disturbances  in  the input share  equation and  the allocative inefficiency term 
in the cost equation,  but modeling everything else in  a qualitatively 
consistent  fashion.  Whether  this technique outperforms  those  currently in the 
literature that do not ignore  this relationship is  an  empirical  question that 
will be  explored  in  future research.  This technique  does  appear  to  have  the 
advantage of  being easier to  implement  empirically than other proposed 
techniques. -1  6- 
Footnotes 
1.  Panel  data i  s not required for estimation. 
2.  By  definition,  this term is  not related to  technical  inefficiency,  since 
technical  efficiency is  not a function of input prices. 
3.  Note  that Bauer  C19851  restricted both F  and  E  to  be  diagonal matrices in 
obtaining his empirical  estimates. 
4.  Again,  one  input share  equation still must  be  dropped  to  avoid singularity 
of the system. 
5.  With panel  data one  could even  allow ai,,  so  that the bias in  input 
use  could also vary from firm  to  firm. 
6.  In  fact,  Ferrier and  Love11  (1987)  have  suggested  estimating a translog 
system of cost and  input share equations without the restriction that the 
intercept term in  the input share  equations  be  equal  to  the corresponding 
slope  coefficiency in  the cost equation as  a test for the presence  of 
allocative inefficiency. 
7.  It  will not be  possible to  identify oii and  o:,,  but  these  terms  are of 
little  interest in  themselves. 
8.  Strictly speaking,  it  is incorrect to  model  the disturbances  in  the cost 
and  input share  equations as  being independent,  given the interdependence 
of alnA,,/alnwi  ,, and  unt.  However, .as Schmidt  (1984)  pointed 
out,  these  terms  will tend to  be  uncorrelated,  since both negative and 
positive deviations from efficient shares  raise costs.  Thus,  this 
specification may  not be  so far from the truth after all. 
9.  The  firm  and  time  subscripts  can  safely be  omitted at this point for 
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